Background-In actual surgery, smoke and bleeding due to cautery processes, provide important visual cues to the surgeon which have been proposed as factors in surgical skill assessment. While several virtual reality (VR)-based surgical simulators have incorporated effects of bleeding and smoke generation, they are not realistic due to the requirement of real time performance. To be interactive, visual update must be performed at least 30 Hz and haptic (touch) information must be refreshed at 1 kHz. Simulation of smoke and bleeding is, therefore, either ignored or simulated using highly simplified techniques since other computationally intensive processes compete for the available CPU resources.
Introduction
In laparoscopic surgery, a cautery tool is used to divide tissue with minimal blood loss. As tissue is burnt, copious smoke is generated. Sometimes, the tissue may also bleed if coagulation is not efficient. Both smoke and bleeding provide vital visual cues to the surgeon. Surgical errors may lead to excessive bleeding and possibly even death. Prior studies (1) (2) indicate that surgical smoke produced during surgery could obscure the surgeon's field of view and is a potential risk that could lead to surgical errors with severe risk to patient safety. Smoke concentration and increased exposure of the tissues to smoke may elevate the risk of chemical poisoning. Using visual cues from smoke, overheating of the tissue, which may lead to excessive scarring, may be prevented.
Both blood and smoke, therefore, provide important visual cues which a surgeon-in-training must be able to recognize to make time-critical decisions. Hence recent surgical literature prescribes the use of such cues as important assessment factors in surgical education. In (3) (4), e.g., control of bleeding was measured as a parameter while assessing the surgical skill of medical trainees and it was found to correlate well with skill level. The volume of the smoke is correlated to the cutting time (2) . Too much smoke is considered detrimental to the patient. These and other studies establish the need to include bleeding and smoke generation as features to be integrated into surgical simulators for skill training.
Virtual reality (VR)-based surgical simulators are being increasingly adopted for training surgeons and residents in many medical schools and hospitals across the USA and many other countries in the world (5) . These trainers have the potential for training with unlimited practice material in a safe environment with real time objective assessment without the need for a proctor. With ever expanding computational power and advancements in graphical rendering hardware, the realism of the VR-based surgical simulators has improved drastically (6) .
The need to incorporate the effects of bleeding and smoke in VR-based surgical simulators has been well-recognized and several previously developed simulators (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) include these effects. In a cricothyroidotomy simulator developed by Bhasin et al. (7) , bleeding simulation was implemented to add realism when cutting tissues with a scalpel. Although their method had a visually appealing result, it requires the bleeding image to be updated in every CPU cycle, which could be prohibitive for more complex procedural simulations. A similar approach for simulating bleeding in a laparoscopic surgery of the liver was used in (8) . The visual realism was not enhanced compared to previous work but they introduced more control such as gravity, surface friction for blood flow. However, the authors noted performance bottlenecks in rendering complex bleeding scenarios. The work in (9) focused on an image-based approach to simulate blood flow in a virtual prostate surgery simulator. Bleeding during the procedure was simulated with pre-recorded movies of the diffusion of a red dye in a fluid, superimposed onto the camera view of the simulator. Though it provided realism to the simulator, as we will discuss later, this technique cannot be generalized to all types of bleeding experienced in a surgery. The authors in (10) developed a fast technique to simulate blood stream and blood flow for an orthopedic surgery simulator. They simulated blood flow from the vessels during the incision using a specialized Physics Processing Unit (PPU) hardware and a GPU for rendering bleeding surfaces. However, these specialized hardware based method did not scale well due to the limited data transfer rates. Moreover, the end of support for specialized PPU hardware limited the applicability of this technique. In a virtual hysteroscopy surgery simulator (11) , blood flow in a uterine cavity was simulated in 2D. Even though the bleeding simulation was realistic, the 2D approach was limited to a fluid environment. In a temporal bone dissection surgery simulator (12) , both bleeding and irrigation with water was simulated in 2D using GPU based technique. The simulator demonstrated satisfactory results from a user study. The major drawback of this method is that it cannot simulate 3D effects. Simulation of both smoke and bleeding in an endoscopic simulator was implemented using animated images (13) . In a minimally invasive surgical simulator (21) , smoke arising during coagulation was simulated using a set of prerecorded images. Though a smoke like effect was created, their method cannot add variations in the simulated smoke. Textured particle systems (22) were used to generate smoke effects in (23) and (14) . However, the disadvantage of this method is that the smoke looks rather discrete when the camera is zoomed in.
The Computer Graphics community has developed strikingly realistic techniques of animating fluid flows. One of the most notable efforts was by Stam and Fiume (24) to simulate smoke, steam or liquid by solving Naiver-stokes equation within a 3D grid. Another approach by Fedkiw et al. (25) used vorticity confinement to capture the small features of the fluid and rendered the smoke with photon mapping technique for higher realism. In the work by Kim et al. (26) , simulation of fluids at multiple levels of details was achieved using wavelets. However, none of these methods are suitable for real time environments as they are intended for animations in which each frame is computed over many hours using high performance computers.
VR-based surgical simulators must be interactive, i.e., the computations must be performed in real time. For haptic (touch)-enabled systems, response forces to the users must be updated at 1 KHz while visual updates must be maintained at 30 Hz for monocular and 60 Hz for stereo rendering. This is a challenging task as a fully functional surgical simulator typically integrates multiple tasks concurrently including realistic rendering of the surgical scene, collision detection, computation of tissue response, accurate tool-tissue interactions, haptic feedback. Incorporating all of these requires significant computational power. Since the various components of the surgical simulation system run at different frequencies, they must also be synchronized for data integrity and consistency.
Real time techniques for the generation of bleeding and smoke effects may be categorized into three major groups: non-physical, semi-physical and physical. The non-physical approaches are based on rendering techniques where the focus is to create visually appealing rather than physically accurate results. These include techniques such as dynamic-textures (15) (13), 3D textures (14) , gravity maps and height maps (27) , procedural-textures and billboards (24) . The semi-physical approaches (16)(17)(28)(29) usually consist of either simplifying the physics by projecting 3D equations onto a 2D grid (16) or simplifying the underlying equations (17) . Techniques based on particle system following Newtonian dynamics may also be grouped in this category (28) . The physical approaches offer the most accurate simulation of the underlying physics. These include techniques based on finite differences (12) (11) (30) or smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) (31) (18) . These methods are, however, computationally very demanding and the cost increases dramatically with increase in grid size or the number of particles. Secondly, the additional burden for collision detection/response during the tool tissue interactions require large amounts of computations and can cause performance bottlenecks. Thirdly, simulations with GPU allows for computations to be performed independent of the CPU. However, the CPU-GPU data transfer limitations may restrict the maximum number of particles or grid size in a simulation, thereby affecting the realism. Finally, time step and numerical errors may pollute the solution.
Some of the approaches for both smoke and bleeding described previously were also employed in several open source surgical simulation frameworks (32) (33) (34) . SPRING framework (32)(15) offers a particle based approach in which each motion of a particle is computed independently. They achieved the rendering of the smoke by using texture billboards and textured lines for blood trails. The SOFA framework (33) provides a realtime fluid library that can be classified as a physics-based approach. They support SPH and Eulerian 2D/3D based fluids. The rendering is achieved through real-time mesh generation of the fluid surface. The GiPSi (34) framework also supports FEM based fluids. Open Tissue (35) and PhysX frameworks (36) are other frameworks with which employ the SPH method.
From our literature review on existing real time techniques of smoke generation and bleeding, it is apparent that non-physical methods are the way to go for present day surgical simulators as the major goal is to create a realistic visual effect without inducing any additional load on the CPU. This is critical for current surgical simulation systems because of the enormous computational load already placed on the CPU from simulating deformations, collisions and response characteristics. Hence, in this paper, we have developed an image based non-physical approach that uses pixel and vertex shader level techniques in the GPU to utilize its parallel many core architecture (37), for both computations and rendering.
Unlike the existing non-physical methods based on GPUs, our approach is significantly different by not only effectively utilizing the GPUs but also overcoming the CPU-GPU data transfer bottleneck. Specifically, we have proposed two buffering schemes to optimize the amount and rate of data transfers between the CPU and GPU. Unlike previous techniques, our method for bleeding doesn't dependent on the size and number of organ geometry or its associated textures and can be applied in any complex simulation scene without significant reduction in performance. Both bleeding and smoke simulation have been successfully incorporated and tested in a simulator for training surgeons in the Laparoscopic Adjustable Gastric Banding (LAGB) weight loss surgical technique. Human user studies have been carried out to establish the realism of the simulations.
Materials and Methods
In this section, we present techniques of simulating smoke and blood flow in surgical simulators. These techniques have been integrated into a virtual laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) simulator (38) (39) (40) (41) . Finally, we discuss our protocols for human subject studies to gauge the visual realism of the simulation scenes.
Smoke generation
In order to simulate smoke, videos from actual laparoscopic surgery were analyzed. Based on this, two different types of smoke were identified: environmental smoke which often covers the laparoscopic camera view during cauterization and source smoke which originates at the tip of the cautery tool. The source smoke slowly diffuses over the simulation scene, accumulating and generating the environmental smoke over time due to the limited ventilation capacity inside the operative space.
The technique that we have developed for smoke generation in virtual environments is based on the principle of capturing sample videos of smoke and overlaying them on the OpenGL frame buffer by removing the background (42) (see Figure 1 ). In our work, the removal of the background was performed at the GPU (at the pixel shader), where the video frames are blended together to produce the final effect as shown in Figure 1 . In addition, we perturb the transparency values (alpha values) using a Perlin noise texture to create variations in the smoke. The key difference in rendering the source and environmental smoke is that for the source smoke the tool tip coordinates have to be converted to screen coordinates for matching the start position of the smoke, whereas for the environmental smoke, it can be directly overlaid onto screen coordinates since the laparoscopic camera angle is usually fixed for the most part of the surgery. Figure 2 shows the schematic of rendering of both types of smoke simulations. In both smoke types, we extract the background by first separating the brightness (luma) and color (chroma) channels of the smoke video frames and then applying a filter whose threshold values are chosen based on the quality or noise of the smoke videos. Since the filtering and the blending operations are performed at GPU (pixel shader), it is computationally very efficient utilizing the multiprocessor banks of the GPU (43) . The performance of this method is discussed in the Results section.
Retrieving video frames from storage in real-time is the major bottleneck for our approach for smoke generation. Considering the 60 frames per second (FPS) requirement of graphics, retrieving the video frames becomes time-critical. Any delay in this process, which includes reading video data from storage, decoding the compressed data to proper format, resizing, etc., not only affects the realism of the generated smoke but also the performance of the rendering of other objects in the scene. This is because in addition to time spent for video pre-processing tasks, in every rendering frame the video frames should also be transmitted from CPU to the GPU. In order to overcome this limitation, a separate module has to be designed for retrieving video frames. We have developed two different schemes for this purpose: pipeline and buffering. These two schemes are designed to perform I/O asynchronously with the rendering task.
In the pipeline scheme, the video frames are updated only once during each rendering cycle. At the end of each rendering cycle in the pipeline scheme, availability of video frames in memory is checked for retrieval. If the frame is ready then the texture in video memory on GPU is updated with the decoded video (where raw RGB data is stored) on the CPU side. When the data transfer from CPU to GPU is completed, the signal for retrieving next video frame to be used in the following rendering cycle is also given to the module so that it can continue retrieving the frames in parallel. It can be clearly seen in Figure 3 that the graphics rendering stays idle whenever there is a delay in retrieving the video frames.
In the buffering scheme, we utilize the idle regions of the pipeline scheme by employing internal buffers for the video frames. These buffers help storing the video data before they are actually used. Typical cycles of both retrieving videos frames and rendering are illustrated in Figure 3 . Although buffering helps to have more than one video frame for the rendering task and removes any bottlenecks that arise from the lag in retrieving video frames, it does not reduce the time spent in CPU-GPU data transfer. In order to optimize the CPU-GPU data transfer, two video frames are updated simultaneously in the same rendering cycle. One update is for the current frame and the other for the next one. In the next rendering cycle, the CPU-GPU data transmission is eliminated since the texture is already in the GPU memory. As a result, the buffering scheme, leads to significant reduction of the CPU-GPU data transfer load. In general, the buffering scheme (unlike the pipeline scheme) always reads from the memory locations called buffers that keep the video data. The buffering scheme waits on the data if all video data are consumed in the buffers. The pseudo code for the buffering algorithm can be found in Table 1 . In our current implementation of this buffering scheme, consecutive video frames are skipped for performance enhancement. However, more complex buffering schemes based on hardware capabilities may be implemented using our framework. The flow diagram of both pipeline and buffering schemes are presented in Figures 4 and 5 . Experimental results comparing both the schemes are presented in the Results section of the paper.
Simulation of bleeding
Bleeding occurs during surgery when either the tissue is divided using a blunt dissector or a cautery tool. Bleeding starts at the contact location of the tool tip with the tissue and spreads around it rapidly. Bleeding is stopped by coagulating the blood using an electrocautery tool. The simulation of bleeding in this work is based on the assumption that the bleeding is started at the contact point of the tool tip at the tissue, and coagulated within a short period of time. In order to simulate this behavior, an animation variable for each of the vertices of the mesh in the scene is defined in the mesh structure. The animation variables are the floating point values defined for each vertex that relates to the overall spread of blood on the tissue surface. The rate of change of these variables represents the bleeding speed over a surface. These animation variables are then passed through the two main GPU processing phases (vertex shader and pixel shader) before the final image is rendered. The animation variables are used in the GPU (pixel shader) to shade the surface of the polygons.
The flow diagram of the bleeding algorithm is shown in Figure 6 . The whole process is divided into three major steps based on the hardware regions where the computations are taking place. The major CPU side tasks include pre-computation, detection of vein density and increments to the animation variables based on the bleeding speed. Once this is completed the data is then streamed to the fragment shader. The final step is performed by the fragment shader where the bleeding color and the color gradient are computed.
In Figure 7a these animation values at the vertex shader are shown as the blood spreads over the tissue surface. The interpolated values are then compared to the noise value obtained from the Perlin texture plus a predefined threshold. When the interpolated value exceeded this noise plus threshold value, bleeding is rendered in the scene. The Perlin noise texture allows us to generate complex regions of blood pooling with smooth edges. Since the animation values are interpolated over the polygons, using only a predefined threshold instead of the smoothing noise would create a sharp polygonal appearance, which is undesirable as seen in Figure 7b .
When the bleeding is initiated, the vertex animation value is incremented proportionally to the appropriate bleeding speed which was determined by observing actual surgery video clips. In order to spread the bleeding on the surface of the tissue, we simply use the connectivity of the surface mesh and vertex neighbors. The extent of the bleeding on the surface is controlled by an upper threshold for the vertex animation value.
Bleeding and Smoke in a Virtual Laparoscopic Adjustable Gastric Banding (LAGB) Simulator
The algorithms presented in the previous section were implemented in a procedural simulator for the laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) procedure. LAGB is a minimally invasive weight loss surgical procedure that is performed on morbidly obese patients. In this procedure, an adjustable band is placed around the stomach to prevent excessive food intake by providing early satiation (44) leading to subsequent weight loss. The details of the surgery and phases may be found in our previous study (39) . Screenshots of the simulator with bleeding and smoke generation are presented in Figure 8 .
In this LAGB procedure, fats and ligaments are scored using a hook cautery, frequently generating smoke of both source (at the hook tip) and environmental types in the scene. So, both types of smoke were simulated. Bleeding during the cautery process is initiated only when tissue is actually cut. During the cauterization process, localized heat is applied to the tissue. In this work, we assume that the amount of heat and its effects on the nearby tissue is proportional to the duration of the application of the cautery. A more physics-based technique may, of course, be developed in which the bio-heat equation (45) may be solved to compute temperature profiles. As the cauterization continues, the region affected by the heat is expanded radially (46) . If a pre-determined temperature threshold is exceeded, the tissue within the region is divided and bleeding is initiated based on an algorithm described below and presented in Figure 9 .
Bleeding in the LAGB simulator is initiated based on the density of the blood vessels at the cautery tool tip. The texture used in the LAGB simulation is rather detailed with an intricate network of blood vessels. It is reasonable to assume that tissue regions with a higher density of blood vessels will tend to bleed more. Since very small blood vessels may not produce visible bleeding, a pre-set density threshold was used to determine when to initiate bleeding. In order to compute the density of blood vessels in the vicinity of the tool tip, we identify the region of influence or ROI of the tool tip. The blood vessels are modeled as 2D structures on the ligaments and organ textures. A band pass filter is then applied to the converted image to filter out the blood vessels from the original image. The obtained image is however pixelated due to nature of the threshold filtering. A Gaussian filter is then applied to smooth out any discrete bumps. The resultant final image has the same size as the original texture with only smoothed blood vessels, which is then used for computing the blood vessel density. The density is then simply sampled from this filtered image during the simulation of bleeding.
Human User Studies
The realism of the bleeding and smoke simulations was evaluated using an Institutional Review Board approved human subject study conducted at the Advanced Computational Research Laboratory in Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY. The purpose of the study was to compare videos of surgical scenes showing smoke and blood and compare that with the computationally generated scenes. Since this study did not require medical knowledge, which would actually bias the results, the subject population was chosen from the engineering student community at Rensselaer. Several bleeding and smoke occurrences during real surgery were captured and edited into a final video of five minutes of duration. Similar bleeding and smoke scenarios were then simulated and captured in a video. Each subject in this study was shown first the clips from the real surgery video followed by the clips from the simulated bleeding and smoke simulations. The subjects were allowed to rewind and watch the clips as many times as needed. They were then asked to fill in their subjective feedback rated using a five point Likert (47) scale, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree with neither agree nor disagree as the neutral response.
A total of 20 subjects participated in the study. There were 18 males and two females. The data from the experiments were collected and descriptive statistics were computed. Table 3 shows the feedback questionnaire and selected descriptive statistics such as median, first and third quartile, minimum and maximum values. Figure 11a shows the box plot of feedback for questions related to the bleeding simulation. It can be seen that all questions obtained a median score of 3.0 or more. The highest rated response was to Question 3 which is critical as it refers to the realism of the appearance and color of bleeding in the simulated environment. The smoke simulation obtained very positive ratings with a median score of 4.0 or higher for all of the questions as seen in Figure 11b . Question 2, related to the realism of the smoke from the cautery tip in the virtual environment, and received the highest scores.
Results
Both bleeding and smoke simulations were implemented using shaders on GPUs. The code was written with GLSL shader and tested on an Intel quad core 2.83 GHz PC with 1.75 GB physical RAM and with two GPU GeForce 9800 Gx2, each with two cores with 512MB RAM each. On the GPU, the bleeding code was integrated into the existing shader, which allows bump mapping and wet surface effects on the organs. The smoke was implemented as an additional shader that is switched on/off during the cauterization.
We measured the performance of the two smoke generation algorithms presented in smoke generation section: pipeline and buffering scheme by timing the various core tasks in these two schemes. Table 2 shows the timing results.
The core tasks involve initialization of the video file which is performed at the beginning of the simulation, is called the initialization of video stream phase. In each rendering frame cycle, the video stream is retrieved from the local storage and decoded into the proper format to use as a texture. This phase is termed average video frame retrieving. After the frame is retrieved, the raw data is copied into the memory as indicated under the buffer copy time in Table 2 . The copied data is then sent to GPU and successively processed by the shader. These activities are referred to as average video streaming to GPU and shader processing time, respectively. Another indicator of the performance of both the schemes is the video rendering in frames per second (FPS) which is also presented in our measurements.
As seen from the data, the total video processing time for the buffering scheme is nearly half of that of the pipeline scheme. This is due to the combined data transmission of the video frames and pre-update scheme of the frames. As expected, both the shader processing time and the initialization of video stream time are similar. The computation (computations in the shader) or I/O (video loading from storage, texture accessing in the shader) are also akin in both schemes.
In the buffering scheme, as the decompressed video is stored in an allocated buffer, the time required to copy the video frame to the buffer is doubled. As we require the buffering scheme to allocate two internal buffers, a two-fold slowdown is not unusual. Average video frame retrieving shows similar timings. This timing is sampled within each scheme's internal retrieval of the video frames. Therefore, they show approximately the same timings. Average video streaming to GPU in buffering scheme is also half of that of pipeline version.
As seen from Figure 10a , the average CPU-GPU timing of the pipeline scheme is substantially greater than the buffered scheme after five video streams. This is expected due to aggregate texture transmission and cache hits of the CPU-GPU transfers. The buffered scheme outperforms the pipeline in I/O time as seen in Figure 10b . Since the CPU-GPU transfer is drastically improved in the buffered scheme, the video FPS is higher as seen in Figure 10c . As in average CPU-GPU transfer, the video FPS also exhibits noticeable slowdowns beyond five video streams. This is due to the total video retrieval time spent during the I/O which cannot be completed within ≈16 milliseconds (60 Hz). Therefore, the rendering frame has to wait for I/O completion. For buffer updates the time to copy the decompressed video data into the CPU buffer is presented in Figure 10d . No noticeable differences in buffer update are observed between the two schemes. In the buffered scheme, all available buffers are filled immediately after starting the program and, as a result, the availability of buffers is critical for the performance of this scheme. In our testing of up to 15 videos, no significant memory problems were observed. In terms of overall performance, the I/O time is the dominant factor.
Discussion
The ratings from subject feedback show that there is an overall agreement in realism of the smoke and bleeding simulations. From Figure 11a it can be seen that the subjects tend to disagree most on the amount of bleeding in the simulation compared to actual surgery video (Question 7). Post questionnaire discussion indicated that the amount of simulated bleeding was far greater compared to the video clips. Though not in the same degree, the subjects also indicated that the amount of smoke simulated in the scene was greater than the smoke scene in the video clips from actual surgeries, which explains the relatively poor response to Question 9. We plan to modify our algorithm to limit the amount of blood in the scene as well as alter our alpha channels to dissipate some of the smoke in the scene.
Concluding Remarks and Future Directions
In this work, an effective GPU-based technique for both bleeding and smoke simulation was presented. Both were successfully implemented in the LAGB simulator as a case study. Computationally expensive physical simulations of bleeding and smoke were avoided by using image-based techniques. Both the bleeding and the smoke techniques utilized GPU, thereby eliminating overloading of the CPU. For smoke generation, two different schemes for video retrieving were developed to overcome the I/O bottleneck. Based on the benchmarks, the simulations had no negative impact on the rendering performance. From the human subject experiments for evaluating the realism of smoke and bleeding simulations, we conclude that both simulations are considered realistic, while there is some disagreement as to the quantity of blood and smoke generated in the simulator, which is straightforward to overcome.
In the future, we plan to incorporate more attributes to both smoke and bleeding simulations to adapt them to different surgical scenarios. We plan to adjust the intensity of the smoke based on the density of the fat layer under the cauterized region. In addition, during the cauterization of the fat layers, tiny fat particles dislodge from the fat tissue and fly around in the environment. We will incorporate this in our simulation by manipulating the fragments of the smoke at the fragment shader level. We also plan to optimize the texture loading to increase the performance of the rendering by using off-screen rendering techniques that will reduce bottleneck problems between CPU and GPU data transfer (48) . Moreover, based on the feedback during the evaluation study and the quantitative results obtained from the questionnaire, we will adjust the level of bleeding to match the levels recorded during actual surgeries. Steps for smoke rendering and background filtering on the GPU Overlaying of blended smoke textures on the rendered pixels at the fragment shader with perturbation of the alpha channel. Pipeline video retrieving scheme Buffering video retrieving scheme Veins are extracted to initialize bleeding and compute the bleeding amount. 
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